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Open Brief / Open Letter
to

Turkey

Turkey has to become statemember of ICC for self-protection

11 march 2009

Abdullah Gül,

Turkey is not  linked to the International Criminal Court.
Because of this, you weaken your position in NL, EU & Middle-East.
You have to become a statemember of the Statute of Rome immidiately!

Since 1 may 2007, there is an official lawcase against NL with the Int.Criminal Court.
Hidden for the rest of the world, because ICC is corrupt & violent.
Al-Bashir of Sudan is 100% right; he has read my evidence.

Read this eveidence  on www.desireestokkel.nl
Also read what I write to other Presidents, FBI & Interpol. 
Iran has recognised my ICC-case against NL, Israel not. 

The only way for Turkey to protect itself against violence from NL-members of parliament is to 
become a statemember, so you can demand transperency about the activities of ICC-
employees. 

Hillary Clinton is playing a very self-fish and dangerous game with Turkey!
● She knows that ICC is a lobby-& assasinationcentre where EU-politicians are being protected by 

ICC-employees, so they will not be brought to trail. 
EU-civilians have to be tortured or die for these EU-politicians & ICC-employees. 
She is only in Office for 2 months, but its unclear when the Whitehouse is going to 
clean up ICC, a terrorist-maker Worldwide! I know 'that they are working on it', but 
thats all. 

The Dutch supreme courts works like a terrorist = they have people & files disappeared from NL-
soil when they want to start a lawcase against NL-MPs for misconduct. 
This is why I started my ICC-case against NL in may 2007. 
It implies that Turkisch / Moslim-civilians in NL never can start a lawcase against NL-MPs for 
misconducts either!  They can't protect themselves against Moslim-haters, overhere. 

● NL builds war for fun in Afghanistan, only to keep Balkenende & co out of ICC-prison
NATO does everything possible 'to maintain the war in Afghanistan',  only to protect Balkenende 
& ICC-war-criminals.    Although they know that 'terrorists' read my websites, weekly. 

● Media refuses to inform the world about whats really going on in ICC, because EU & UN  refuse 
investigate on war-crimes exercised by ICC-employees

● Hillary Clinton supports Israel, unconditionally. She also wants a 'good relationship with 
Turkey', because you are a tank-station for Israel-Ministry of Defence. She supports an attack 
from Israel on Iran. Even when Iran does not attack another country!

● Hillary Clinton supports NL-war-makers who want ICC to be a corrupt court of law. For how long?
Result: Moslims will hate USA, NL, NATO, UN & EU. 

Sóóóóóó!?  Who is going to stop Israel when they attack one country ofter another, 
simply because they want to prove to the world 'that they can be in power too'? 

How can you be so sure that Israel will not attack Turkey, when EU-members of 
parliaments have the freedom to be above the law...and to by guilty of 'crimes against 
humanity', unpunished? Do you know that NL-parliament called for an 'intifada'? 
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Thus? 
● Turkey wants to be an EU-member. 

This will never happen when you support Israel unconditionally, together with USA.

● Turkey will be used as a 'blackmail-strategy' for EU-politics.
Balkenende & co are already been blackmailed by other countries who know 'that 
there's an ICC-case against Balkenende'. The financial crisis in NL is prolonged too.

● Turkey wil get the blame for everything that goes wrong in connection with Moslims; so 
will Morocco. Only to draw away the attention of the ICC-case against Balkenende....

● We don't know 'who will be next president of NL'. 
We only know that it will be a violent choas....

I strongly believe that you have to talk to Iran about the International Criminal Court.
I asked them to become a statemember too.  

Demand clearity of the Whitehouse on their contribution to ICC... or their efforts to stop war-
crimes taking place within ICC.

Have a straightforward day, 
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